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Abstract
We present novel methods to enhance Computer Generated Holography (CGH) by introducing a complex-valued
wave-based occlusion handling method. This offers a very intuitive and efficient interface to introduce optical
elements featuring physically-based light interaction exhibiting depth-of-field, diffraction, and glare effects. Fur-
thermore, an efficient and flexible evaluation of lit objects on a full-parallax hologram leads to more convincing
images. Previous illumination methods for CGH are not able to change the illumination settings of rendered holo-
grams. In this paper we propose a novel method for real-time lighting of rendered holograms in order to change
the appearance of a previously captured holographic scene. These functionalities are features of a bigger wave-
based rendering framework which can be combined with 2D framebuffer graphics. We present an algorithm which
uses graphics hardware to accelerate the rendering.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.0 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism, Additional key Words and Phrases: Holography, Lighting, Wave-based Occlusion

1. Introduction

Over the past years, Holography in general as well as Com-
puter Generated Holography (CGH) in particular saw an in-
creasing interest in terms of content creation for 3D display
technology. Increasing computational power and the fast
development of a multifunctional highly parallel GPGPU
makes the huge, but also highly parallel computation efforts
required for hologram creation more tractable. The efforts
of recent years were put in different areas such as hologram
capturing under non coherent lighting, fast approaches for
CGH, new physical possibilities of holographic displays or
even in holographic rendering, combining holograms with
standard 2D framebuffer renderings.

In this paper we introduce two fundamental operations
of computer graphics to holography and wave-based ren-
dering, namely occlusion and lighting. Most of the previ-
ous methods [ABMW06, JHS06, FLB86, KDPS01, DH98,
Mat05a, ZKG07] assume unobstructed wave propagation
or simulate visibility in a ray-based way. Besides being
a time consuming evaluation, ray-based occlusion has to
handle diffraction at object boundaries or refraction due to
phase manipulating occlusions as special cases. We pro-
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pose a novel complex-valued wave-based occlusion simu-
lating opaque, semi-transparent, and refractive objects based
on scalar diffraction theory. This representation is useful not
only for scene evaluation on a hologram, but also for holo-
graphic rendering, where different aperture dependent glare
effects can easily be rendered.

a) b)

Figure 1: a) A point-based object rendered using the aper-
ture shape shown on the bottom left. b) A scene consisting of
three overlapping planes placed at different depths rendered
using wave-based occlusion.

Another way of enhancing the appearance of a scene is
the introduction of lighting. The scene can be rendered for
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a specific view under a static illumination setting by alter-
ing the wavefield of the primitives. This results in an object
which seems to have been painted using the intensities from
the light evaluation when seen from different paraxial views.
We propose a novel method adapting the reflections accord-
ing to different parallax views by evaluating the illumination
model for every point in the scene on a subset of holographic
pixel positions. Furthermore, we propose a novel lighting ap-
proach for holographic renderings that allows changing the
illumination settings in real-time by evaluations on the GPU.

This work draws upon earlier work [ZKG07, ZBA∗07]
and assumes the reader is familiar with wave-based propa-
gation and basic concepts of holography. A very brief intro-
duction is given in Sect. 3.1.

2. Related Work

CGH moves towards a more realistic hologram creation
by simulating scenes including complex geometry, texture,
lighting and occlusion. The scene is subdivided into different
primitives which are propagated and evaluated on the holo-
gram. Most methods for CGH use point sampled primitives
(cf. [MT00, ABMW06, JHS06, HJS07]), allowing for fast
evaluation on the GPU, or subdivide the scene into aperture
planes [DH98, Mat05a, ZKG07], which can be propagated
efficiently using the Fourier spectrum. Koenig et al. present
an efficient way of triangle propagation [KDS01]. However,
the propagation is very limited due to a precomputed lookup
table. Matsuhima [Mat05a] uses a planar surface and a prop-
erty function describing shape and texture to propagate a tex-
tured triangle. A good introduction to hologram creation and
wave-based propagation is given in [Goo68].

Occlusion
Occlusion is typically either not handled at all or the light

is treated as rays in order to precompute the occlusion in
the scene, such as in [JHS06]. Diffraction due to sharp oc-
clusion boundaries is not simulated by the ray-based ap-
proach. Furthermore, a visibility query has to be computed
for every new viewing position in order to best approximate
the occlusion by ray-based light simulation. Moravec pre-
sented a wave-based occlusion approach for paraxial prop-
agation through parallel planes [Mor81], while still using
a hybrid wave/ray-based method for image creation. Mat-
sushima [Mat05b] introduces a binary occluder for tilted
planes in order to correctly treat scenes built from opaque
planes. We extend the binary occluder to a novel complex-
valued occluder, allowing the simulation of semi-transparent
or refractive objects. Additionally we can generate glare ef-
fects simply by applying a semi-transparent occluder at the
aperture during wave-based image creation. Nakamae et al.
[NKON90] as well as Kakimoto et al. in [KMN∗04] pre-
sented a way of simulating glare effects. In [KMN∗04] the
glare effects are, however, only generated for bright points
of the scene, which are composited with the rendered scene
using billboards.

For objects with high geometric detail, subdivision into

planes makes the wave-based occlusion computation very
complex. Therefore, we propose to use point-sampled ob-
jects represented by surfels as in [PZvBG00] and in order to
derive a better visibility evaluation. The scene is rendered by
placing point sources at every visible surfel.

Lighting
In 1995, Lucente and Galyean introduced the holographic

stereograms [LG95], where the lighting for different views
is taken from the rendered parallax views. Matsushima pre-
computed the shading of the scene [Mat05a] by using a
fixed viewpoint in the middle of the hologram, and adjusted
the amplitudes of the primitives accordingly. More recently,
Hanak et al. [HJS07] proposed an angular sampling of the
scene using the GPU, where a local lighting model is eval-
uated per hologram pixel. Since we evaluate the scene us-
ing wave-based occlusion handling, the lighting model has
to be evaluated for every scene point and not every angu-
lar sample. This being rather time consuming, we evaluate
the lighting for a subset of the hologram pixels and interpo-
late for values in between. This approach could not be ap-
plied [HJS07], since the correspondences between angular
samples of different viewpoints are not given.

In our proposed lighting method for hologram renderings,
we make the assumptions that the BRDF can be freely cho-
sen and the holographic rendering shows an ambient color.
Although these are strong assumptions, they could be allevi-
ated in future work by estimating the BRDF from different
parallax views and geometry such as in [SWI97, YDMH99,
LGK∗01, MGW01]. To the best of our knowledge, there has
not been any previous work about lighting in hologram ren-
derings.

3. Overview

In this paper we present different ways to improve CGH,
hologram rendering, and wave-based rendering (see Fig. 2).
CGH describes the wave-based evaluation of a scene on
a hologram from which different images can be created
from different viewpoints. The hologram is a real-valued
2D-function equal to the intensity of the static interference
pattern of a reference and an object wave, from which the
complex valued wavefront of the object wave can be re-
constructed. Hologram rendering and wave-based rendering
evaluate the complex-valued wavefront on the camera aper-
ture, creating an image from a single viewpoint. The former
takes only one hologram as an input, while the latter cre-
ates an image of an entire scene, which could also contain a
hologram.

The two areas of improvements are occlusions and light-
ing in a wave-based framework. First, we introduce a
complex-valued occluder that can handle non-paraxial wave
propagation to tilted planes, allowing arbitrary scene cre-
ation. With this wave-based approach we are able to simulate
defocusing and diffraction according to scalar diffraction
theory. Note that wave-based occlusion handles all the oc-
clusion from all possible viewing directions in a single step,
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Scene Camera

Wave-based Framework

Hologram
CGH hologram rendering

wave-based rendering

Figure 2: In our wave-based framework we distinguish be-
tween three different wave propagation steps, namely CGH,
wave-based rendering, and hologram rendering.

as opposed to view dependent ray-based occlusion. Second,
we present a lighting approach for wave-based rendering as
well as a way of lighting holographic renderings in real-time.
The real-time lighting allows the user to enhance the appear-
ance of geometrical details by moving a point light over the
holographic rendering.

3.1. Wave-based Propagation

In our wave-based framework, we subsample the input into
point and planar sources. The propagated wavefront of these
sources is evaluated on a plane, which can either be an oc-
cluding plane, a hologram, or an aperture of a camera. The
spherical wave emitted by a point source at position P0 is
represented as

u(P) = A0
eikr+ϕ0

r
, (1)

where A0 is the real-valued amplitude at P0, k is the wave
number, ϕ0 is the initial phase at P0, u(P) is the complex
wave at the position of evaluation P, and r = ||P− P0||2.
To evaluate the complex-valued wave of a point source on
a hologram or on an aperture of a camera, Eq.(1) has to be
evaluated for every point P of the target plane. A discrete
wavefield u(P) given on a plane SA is propagated to point P′

based on the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld formula:

u(P′) =
i
λ

∫∫
SA

u(P)
eikr

r
(r•n)ds . (2)

This equation can be interpreted as a superposition of point
sources eikr

r located at the aperture SA with amplitude u(P)
λ

multiplied by a phase shift of 90◦ resulting from the multipli-
cation by imaginary unit i. Additionally, the spherical waves
are multiplied by a directional factor (r•n), with r = P′−P
and n being the surface normal of SA. The complexity of the
propagation step from a source plane of resolution N×N to
a target plane of the same resolution is therefore O(N4). We
use a fast convolution approach based on Eq.(2), solving the
plane to plane propagation in O(N2 logN) (see Sect. 4.2).

More details on wave-propagation can be found in
[Goo68, ZKG07].

4. Wave-based Occlusion

Handling occlusion in a wave-based manner allows cor-
rect simulation of diffraction at object boundaries and pro-
vides view-independent occlusion handling. Building on
work presented by Matsushima [Mat05b], we approximate
the scene by piecewise planar objects acting as occluders
of propagated waves as well as emitters of new waves.
In contrast to [Mat05b], we extend the binary occluder
to a complex-valued occluder in order to simulate semi-
transparent objects as well as optical elements such as thin
lenses.

4.1. Complex-Valued Occluder

In our framework an occluder is always a plane. This lim-
itation is due to the applied propagation function based on
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld which requires the wavefield to be de-
fined on a planar surface.

Every planar surface is split into two parts, an occluding
and an emissive part, both of which are complex-valued.
The occluding part modifies every complex value of the
incoming wavefield u, including the amplitude and phase.
We model the occluding part by a complex-valued texture
o, which is multiplied by u. There are three classifications
of occlusion: binary mask, semi-transparent object, and a
thin optical element altering phase and amplitude. As shown
in [Mat05b], o can be a binary mask, which simulates ar-
bitrary planar shapes, and therefore includes any polygonal
shape. Thus an occluding triangle can be represented by a
binary mask occluding the incoming wave. An example is

Binary occlusion

a) b) c)

Complex Valued OcclusionReal valued occlusion

Figure 3: Depending on the values of the complex-valued
occluder, three different material properties, opaque (a),
transparent (b), and refractive (c), can be simulated. c) has
a slightly shifted occluder as well as a different focal length
of the observing camera as compared to a) and b) in order
to best visualize the refraction effect.

shown in Fig. 3a. Reducing o to real values leads to a func-
tion that allows a modulation of the incoming amplitudes
and permits semi-transparent objects, as depicted in Fig. 3b.
By finally applying the full complex function we can al-
ter the phase and therefore the direction of the propagat-
ing waves (see Fig. 3c). Choosing the values appropriately
lets us simulate arbitrary thin optical elements. They have
the characteristic that the incoming and outgoing positions
of light are the same. One possible element is the thin lens,

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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where the phase shift is defined by o(x,y) = ei 2π

k

√
x2+y2+ f 2

,
with f being the focal length of the lens, x and y the coor-
dinates on the occluder, and k the wave number defined as
k = 2π

λ
with λ being the wavelength. In our implementation,

we provide an interface to create a simple thin lens model,
as described in [Goo68], by specifying the two radii R1 and
R2. The output of varying thin lenses is shown in Fig. 4. Our
system also allows complex-valued textures to be used as a
complex-valued occluder input, such that the user can spec-
ify its own optical elements.

Double-convex lens Double-concave lens

Scene Rendering Scene Rendering

Figure 4: We provide an intuitive interface for thin lens mod-
els that creates the complex-valued texture automatically.

The emissive part is also a complex-valued function able
to simulate an arbitrary wavefront propagating in any arbi-
trary direction in the positive hemisphere. This wavefront is
added to the occluded part leading to the outgoing wavefront
uB.

4.2. Plane Propagation

In this section we describe the wave propagation method we
apply in our implementation. This propagation is the same
for any arbitrary plane pair.

The propagation PA→B̂(uA) from A to B consists of four
steps. In the first step, the propagation cone of every plane
is evaluated as shown in Fig. 5a. In the second step, the
wavefield uA is transformed into the angular spectrum UA =
F{uA} using the Fourier transform. As shown in [ZKG07],
the angular spectrum can be rotated by applying a Matrix M
such that the rotated spectrum is given by U◦A = M ·UA. The
new plane A◦ lies parallel to plane B as depicted in Fig. 5b,
but might not be paraxial to B. In the third step, we apply an
off-axis propagation from A◦ to B̂. B̂ corresponds to the ex-
tended plane B limited by the union of B and the propagation
cone PCA shaded in grey. Different ways of off-axis propa-
gation have been presented in previous work. The most fre-
quently used one is the Fourier-Shift approach as presented
in [DH98, ZKG07]. The Fourier-Shift propagation has the
disadvantage requiring a lot of padding when the wavefield
has to be propagated over big distances. Therefore, we use
the propagation method presented in [SJ05], which is based
on a convolution of the wavefield with a propagation func-
tion g(·) as shown in Eq.(4).

a)

Define Propagation
Cone

Rotate wavefield
in frequency

domain

Propagate to
non-paraxial

planes

Apply occlusion
and create new

wavefield

b) c) d)

B

B^ B^

A

B

A° A°

C C C C

Figure 5: a-d shows the required steps to propagate the
wavefield from one plane to the next. Refer to Fig. 6 for the
legend of the symbols.

u′b = ua ∗g(·) (3)

= F−1{F{ua} ·G(·)} (4)

G(·) denotes the Fourier transform of g(·). This approach
evaluates the exact Rayleigh-Sommerfeld formula without
any approximations in O(n2logn) time, where n is the num-
ber of samples of a square wavefield. Since there is an ana-
lytical form of the Fourier transform G(·) of the propaga-
tion function g(·), we only require one Fourier transform
of the wavefield, a multiplication with G(·) and an inverse
Fourier transform to propagate wavefield ua. The convolu-
tion approach only requires a padding which is as big as the
propagation function G(·), independent of the propagation
distance. All the incoming wavefields to B̂ are named u′b.
The occlusion function oB can now be multiplied by with u′B
to apply the occlusion to the complete incoming wavefield.

4.3. Scene Evaluation

The scene is subdivided into planar objects which are eval-
uated from back to front. Starting at the furthest plane A, as
depicted in Fig. 6, the wavefront uA is propagated to the next
closer plane B. In order to capture parts of the wavefront uA
which are not occluded by B, we have to evaluate the wave
u′B on a bigger plane B̂ leading to u′B = PA→B̂(uA). The ex-
tent of B̂ is limited by the the propagation cone PCA as well
as the extend of B. The propagation cone PCA is defined as
the convex hull containing the hologram plane, plane C, as
well as plane A. In our implementation we choose a con-
servative propagation cone. It is defined as an orthographic
cylinder that tightly bounds all the planes while its ground
plane is coplanar with the final evaluation plane, e.g. C.

The propagated wavefront u′B is multiplied by the
complex-valued occlusion function oB of plane B leading to
ū′B = u′B · oB. The wavefield uB emitted by B is added to ū′B
and propagated to C. So, the final propagated wavefront on
plane C is defined as w′C = PB→C(ū′B + uB). Iterating over
all the planes from back to front leads to the wavefront eval-
uation on the hologram.

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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B
B^

A

C

Occluder oX

Plane X

Emissive Wave uX

Propagation Cone PCA

Figure 6: A simple scene with three occluding planes. The
wavefront is propagated from A over B to C.

Applying wave-based occlusion allows one to evaluate the
visibility for all different viewing directions at once, saving
a lot of computational time. Fig.7c illustrates this effect in a
small example consisting of a point source P occluded by a
plane C. In a ray-based approach, the visibility would have
to be evaluated for all possible rays, such as the sample rays
shown in Fig. 7c. In a wave-based approach, the wavefront
evaluated on W (see Fig. 7a) is set to zero at the occluder C as
depicted in Fig. 7b. Since the frequencies lost due to the oc-
clusion correspond to directional components, the occlusion
can be considered as a loss of rays in different directions.

Occluder
Wave evaluation plane
Sample rays

P
a) b)

c)

C
W

Before occlusion After occlusion

Figure 7: a) shows the wavefront from a point source P eval-
uated on plane W. b) depicts the same wavefront from a)
occluded by C. c) illustrates the setup of this small example
scene.

4.4. Occlusion for Point-based Objects

If a hologram or a wave-based rendering of a point-based
object has to be evaluated, it is important to take occlusions
into account. Not doing so results in transparent looking ob-
jects [ABMW06], where it is hard to make out any shape.
Instead of evaluating the visibility of points using a wave-
based approach, we use surfels and a splatting step as de-
scribed in [PZvBG00] to determine visible points. The sur-
fels have multiple parameters, such as a position, a radius for
the disc size, a normal, and a color. Generating a hologram
from a point-based object would require computing the vis-
ibility from every holographic pixel position. This approach
is computationally very expensive. Instead, we generate the
visibility only for the central view of the hologram and use it
as an approximation for the rest of the paraxial views. In the
case of wave-based rendering we only have one viewpoint

and the aperture is usually fairly small compared to the ob-
ject size, such that computation of the visibility from one
viewing position is enough.

Once the visibility has been determined for all the points,
we generate a point source per visible surfel and build the
wavefield as a superposition of all these point sources. Hav-
ing the normal and the color of the point source provided, we
can also evaluate a lighting scheme as described in Sect. 5.

4.5. Glare

Glare is directly dependent on the obstruction of the wave-
field entering the camera or the eye. The aperture shape of
the camera, or eye lashes, and the pupil of the eye lead to
characteristic glare effects. The aperture of a camera can eas-
ily be simulated by a complex-valued occluder, allowing the
modeling of an arbitrary aperture shape combined with a thin
lens model. The eye lashes can either be modeled on a sep-
arate plane than the pupil function for more accuracy, or be
combined by multiplication to one occluder.

Glare occurs for all the pixels of the final image. The rea-
son that glare effects are not seen for the entire scene ob-
served by the human eye is due to the high dynamic range
of the input. Only the very brightest points lead to visible
glare. To illustrate the glare effects we scaled the low dy-
namic range input data by multiplying it with a user defined
transformation function.

Aperture Diffraction
Pattern

Aperture Diffraction
Pattern

Aperture Diffraction
Pattern

a) b) c)

Figure 8: Every aperture shape leads to a very charac-
teristic glare pattern. a) and b) show geometrical aper-
tures, whereas c) simulates the vision of an eye when look-
ing through the eyelashes. On the bottom right the diffrac-
tion pattern of one point source is depicted. To fully see
the diffraction pattern we recommend viewing the electronic
version of the pictures. (Resolution: 512x512, Time per iter-
ation: 8s, # of iterations: 60)

Various aperture dependent glare functions can be simu-
lated easily by changing the complex-valued occluder func-
tion. In Fig. 8, we show different aperture shapes and occlu-
sion functions, partly taken from [KMN∗04], together with
the resulting glare when applying the complex-valued oc-
cluder and wave propagation. Unlike in [KMN∗04], we gen-
erate the final image by applying the occlusion due to the
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aperture shape or eye lashes to the entire wavefield of the
scene and do not require a compositing step using billboards.

5. Lighting

Rendering full-parallax images from a hologram reveals
varying reflection properties depending on the BRDF of an
object. To generate the complete spectrum of reflections, the
illumination model of the scene has to be evaluated per holo-
gram pixel [JHS06, HJS07]. Depending on the evaluation of
the illumination model, the amplitude of the corresponding
object point is scaled. In our implementation, we focus on
two approximations for this evaluation. One evaluates the
lighting only for the central position of the image aperture,
adapts the amplitude of the scene, and renders the scene on
the entire image aperture. This leads to the same lighting
as would be obtained using a rasterizing pipeline for image
generation. Fig. 9a shows a scene under ambient illumina-
tion, while Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c show spotlights as well as
directional lights.

Directional and SpotlightAmbient Lighting

a) b) c)

Spotlight

Figure 9: A scene is rendered with ambient illumination a),
with one spot light in b), and using colored spotlights and
directional lights in c). (Resolution: 512x512, Time per iter-
ation: 100s, # of iterations: 800)

The second approach evaluates the lighting model on a
subset S of hologram pixels and interpolates the amplitudes
for the hologram pixels in between. We implemented a light-
ing evaluation where the number of samples of S can be cho-
sen by the user. The samples si ∈ S are placed on a regu-
lar grid over the entire aperture or hologram, as depicted in
Fig. 10a, while using a bilinear interpolation for the illumi-
nations corresponding to hologram pixels in between. This
way, the lighting of the scene changes with varying view-
point, while limiting computational costs.

The maximal measurable frequency of the BRDF is lim-
ited by the maximal sampling distance ∆si between all posi-
tions si and the distance z of the closest point of the scene
to si as depicted in Fig. 10b. The angle β is defined as
β = 2 · arctan ∆si

2·z . A very similar limitation applies to the
employed camera. For points in focus, all the rays passing
through the aperture are integrated to a final pixel intensity.
This implies that the maximum sampling angle limiting the
maximal frequency is determined by the aperture size and
the distance to the object. This is also true for a physical
camera capturing a scene. In Fig. 11, we show a rendering

a) b)

β
z

si
∆si

Figure 10: a) the lighting is only evaluated for a subset
(marked in blue) of the hologram pixels. The maximum fre-
quency that can be captured is directly dependent on the an-
gle β depicted in b).

of the same hologram using a camera with different sized
apertures. The size of the specular reflection in red shrinks
with a smaller aperture, and therefore, the maximal measur-
able frequency increases.

aperture size = 64

a) b) c)

aperture size = 16aperture size = 32

Figure 11: By decreasing the aperture size from a) to c),
higher frequencies of the BRDF become visible, since the
area of integration per pixel is decreasing. (Resolution Holo-
gram: 2048, Resolution Image: 256x256 for aperture size
16, Time per iteration: 20s, # of iterations: 1)

5.1. Lighting of Hologram Renderings

Holograms are recorded using a static illumination setting,
consisting either of a laser source or an arbitrary illumi-
nation for Computer Generated Holography (CGH). How-
ever, when rendering holograms, the observer might want to
choose a different illumination for reasons such as revealing
more information about geometrical properties of the holo-
graphic scene. Therefore, we propose a novel real-time light-
ing approach for hologram renderings.

In a first step, the image of a hologram is rendered by
propagating the wavefront of the hologram to the image
aperture. Using the approach presented in [ZKG07], we are
able to extract a color image as well as its corresponding
depth map. Based on these values, a local lighting model re-
quiring the normal and reflectance properties at every point
of the object surface is evaluated.

The points in the scene pi can be computed from the cor-
responding points in the depth map di by applying a back
projection matrix M−1

P such that pi = M−1
P di.

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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Ambient Lighting

Depth Map

a)

b)

c)

Relighting

Figure 12: Using the reconstructed depth map a) and the
color map b) the lighting can be performed in real-time c).

We consider two different approaches for the evaluation
of the normal vector. The first approach requires three points
P1, P2 and P3 on the surface and computes the normal n0 by
evaluating the cross product of the two vectors defined by
the chosen points as n0 = (P1−P0)× (P2−P0). Although
this method is very fast, it is also very sensitive to noise.
Therefore, a filter may need to be applied to avoid a speck-
led depth map. The second approach fits a tangential plane
defined by

z− z0 = a · (x− x0)+b · (y− y0) (5)

through a given set of points such that the normal of this
plane can be used as the surface normal. The parameters a
and b can be evaluated by solving a least squares minimiza-
tion problem leading to a surface normal n0 = (a,b,−1)T .
In our implementation, we provide a plane fitting for five,
nine or thirteen neighboring points. A possible alternative
for normal estimation would be to use MLS-based recon-
struction [GG07].

Since this kind of scene illumination is based on the ren-
dered image stored in the color buffer and on the depth
map stored in the depth buffer, the evaluation of the light-
ing model can be performed entirely on the GPU using pixel
shaders. The user can interact with the scene by changing the
position of the point light source or the direction of the rays
of a directional light source in real-time. Please refer to the
video of the paper to see a user changing the light position
in real-time.

6. Results

We integrated the occlusion handling and lighting into a
bigger wave-based propagation framework. An easy setup
of the scene consisting of different lighting possibilities as
well as different object representations can be defined in
an XML-format file. The application is written in C++ and
makes frequent use of the Graphics Hardware programmed
using HLSL. Performing computations on the Graphics Card
increases the speed for point source evaluation, occlusion
handling, and lighting considerably. The renderings are gen-
erated using an Intel Core 2 CPU 6700 at 2.66GHz with a
NVidia 7950GT graphics card.

6.1. Occlusion

In Fig. 13 we created a scene consisting of three textured
planes occluding each other. The focal length is set to each
plane in turn in Fig. 13a to Fig. 13c. Note the correct han-
dling of the occlusion boundary for the defocused front
plane. This means that points laying directly behind the edge
of the front plane will have a partial influence on the final
rendering, which corresponds to the physical image creation
using a limited aperture size. Although only one propaga-
tion has been applied per plane, we obtain all possible oc-
clusion directions for viewpoints placed on the target aper-
ture, resulting in view-independent occlusion handling. This
is true independent of the complex-valued function of the
occluder. Fig.14 shows renderings for different complex oc-
clusion functions leading to refraction effects. Being able to
model any planar occluder leads to a very intuitive and easy
simulation of arbitrary aperture shapes allowing visible glare
effects for bright scene points (Fig. 8).

6.2. Lighting

Most of our scenes are direct wave-based renderings, mean-
ing no hologram is created for the image generation. When
creating an image for a specific viewpoint we approximate
the lighting of the scene by only evaluating the illumination
for this viewpoint (Fig. 9). We have shown that this is an ap-
proximation which only holds for a theoretical pinhole cam-
era. A realistic camera simulation requires the lighting eval-
uation for every point on the aperture. The variation over the
aperture of the BRDF of a surface point is integrated to one
pixel value for points in focus. This effect can be seen as a
low-pass filtering of the BRDF depending on the aperture
size. The change in the specular reflection is clearly visi-
ble for a scene rendered from a hologram in Fig. 11, which
has been evaluated using our lighting evaluation described
in Sect. 5.

We present several examples of real-time lighting of holo-
gram renderings in Fig. 15. Altering the lighting can be used
to reveal more information about the surface shape as well
as to generate more pleasing images.

7. Conclusion

We presented several novel methods to improve wave-based
image generation and pointed out their usefulness for CGH.
Handling occlusion based on the propagation of waves al-
lows view independency and requires only one propagation
step. Furthermore, defining the properties of an occluder be-
comes very intuitive, since the transmission function can be
described in the form of a complex-valued texture. In this
way, opaque, transparent, and refractive objects can be in-
tegrated as new primitives when creating a wave-based ren-
dering. Additionally, we showed that the occluder interface
can be employed to generate diffractive effects of the camera
aperture causing glare in the final rendering. The arbitrary
aperture shape can also be defined by a texture.
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a) b) c)

Figure 13: Wave-based occlusion treats the plane boundaries correctly, even for defocused objects. The three images depict the
same scene rendered with three different focal lengths. (Resolution: 512x512, Time per iteration: 248s, # of iterations: 700)

a)

Rendering

Complex-Valued
Occluder

Rendering

Complex-Valued
Occluder

b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 14: The complex-valued occluders are illustrated with the red and green textures, where the red channel is used to store
the real value and the green channel the imaginary value. The renderings are based on a tilted textured aperture behind an
occlusion plane. (Resolution: 512x512, Time per iteration: 195s, # of iterations: 500)
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Figure 15: On the left, the color-coded depth map of the scene is shown, which is used as a base for the normal estimation. The
scene can then be rendered for different light positions in real-time.

Furthermore, we presented a way of evaluating the light-
ing of the scene for a full-parallax hologram, and demon-
strated the influence of the aperture size of the camera on
the highest measurable frequency of the BRDF. Computing
the lighting only for a subset of hologram pixels yields a big
speed up in hologram evaluation while approximating the
BRDF only for very high frequencies.

Rendered scenes from holograms suffer from a fixed illu-
mination scheme. Our novel real-time hologram lighting of
holograms allows interactive user-defined lighting based on
a normal map created from the reconstructed depth field of
the hologram. By altering the lighting, geometric details be-
come more visible, which could be used for analyzing object
surfaces as well as creating appealing renderings. Further-
more, the hologram could be integrated in a new scene and
rendered under arbitrary illumination.

8. Limitations and Future Work
For highly complex scenes, the wave-based occlusion has
several limitations. In order to place the planes in a back to
front order, some planes have to be split into smaller ones,
leading to an even bigger number of required propagations.
Furthermore, the scene evaluation can lead to propagations
of very big wavefields. Although we tried out a subtractive
approach, where the evaluation of the planes never got big-

ger than the planes already existing in the scene, it is limited
to real-valued occluders not altering the direction of light
propagation. A different way of scene evaluation as well as
the use of a hardware implementation of the FFT, such as
the one presented by NVIDIA R© CUDATM, would reduce
propagation time considerably.

Evaluating the lighting model on a subset affords multiple
propagation steps per plane and limits the BRDF that can be
captured by a hologram. Since we are handling occlusion al-
ready using a wave-based method, we would like to enhance
our framework to fully simulate reflectance and illumination
in a wave-based way as well. This would allow using only
one propagation step while maintaining view dependent re-
flectance.

The quality of the lighting of hologram renderings is cur-
rently limited by the noise of the reconstructed normals as
well as by the limited depth-of-field renderings. Improving
the filtering of the depth map, on the one hand, and extending
the lighting approach to renderings with a limited depth-of-
field, on the other hand, would increase the real-time lighting
quality.

Observing a drastic increase in computational perfor-
mance over the last couple of years, we believe that compu-
tationally expensive simulations will become feasible, open-
ing up many possibilities for future work.
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